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Primary Typeface

Gilroy Extra Bold

Headlines
Gilroy Light

Sub-Header
Source Sans Pro Light

Typography

Body

The fonts will remain as the pre-existing choice for the RM Integris brand, to keep the consistency
with the RM Education identity. We will use large typography for headers for a modern and fun feel.
Legibility will always be our key focus with content, therefor clear copy and high colour contrast.
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Primary

Secondary

CMYK: 2, 8, 91, 0

CMYK: 2, 27, 92, 0

CMYK: 71, 10, 8, 0

CMYK: 77, 18, 30, 2

CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0

RGB: 255, 224, 10

RGB: 250, 191, 23

RGB: 43, 173, 217

RGB: 26, 156, 173

RGB: 255, 255, 255

#ffe00a

#fabf17

#2badd9

#1a9cad

#ffffff

CMYK: 34, 1, 95, 0

CMYK: 55, 8, 100, 0

CMYK: 81, 22, 71, 6

CMYK: 69, 1, 42, 0

CMYK: 72, 63, 58, 73

RGB: 189, 207, 28

RGB: 135, 178, 38

RGB: 38, 138, 99

RGB: 66, 181, 166

RGB: 40, 40, 40

#bdcf1c

#87b226

#268a63

#42b5a6

#282828

Colour Palette
The original RM Integris colour palette is stripped back to feature
the strongest tones as the primary colours. To accompany these are
white and a deep charcoal grey are the secondary colours of choice.
The complimentary tonal variations will be utilised for added depth
when featured in animations and illustrations.
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Iconography
Icons are used to enhance the messaging and content across all
assets and platforms such as infographics, social media and within
animations. Unified line weights are used throughout and a simple
solid square background can be used or the icons can sit freely
depending on it’s need.
A full icon bank is to be provided to suit RM Integris’ features and
benefits upon finalisation of the messaging.
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Graphic Style
The graphic style is sophisticated yet fun. Glass textures and
use of cubes tie together the visual identity. The brand colours
are used playfully and imagery can be incorporated through use
of the cubes.
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Photography
Clean, focused and bright imagery will bring life to the campaign.
Colour overlays will continue to be used where necessary and
sparingly. The newly revised RM Integris colour palette will inform the
visual language bringing energy and contrast to the photography.
To achieve clarity, the imagery is first treated in black and white
before applying colour overlays. Imagery is related to the content
and gives a message of warmth and dependability throughout.
Carefully selected imagery will be tailored to reflect each target
audience we’re speaking to.
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Newsletter Design
There are two approaches to the newsletter design,
based on the visual assets used throughout
the campaign. 3D lead design assets for a feature
graphic or a more traditional graphic design lead style.
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RM Integris Icon
The typical user journey through the RM Website to the Integris
page will mean the first thing a user sees regarding Integris’
would be this icon, so clarity is key from the get go.
This is a core asset which is present across the software itself.
By taking away it’s uniformity we show very clearly that Integris
is feature rich and can be easily made to ‘fit’ your needs.
The aforementioned iconography is present on some of the
building blocks as well as a subtle hint to an MIS interface along
the top face.
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